
Move Large Quantities of 
Products Quickly 
Choose the Toyota electric pallet jack 

Move pallets around your warehouse with a top speed 
of 3.6 MPH and max load capacity of 4,500 lb. Plus, the 
Toyota electric pallet jack easily maneuvers in your facility 
because of its zero turn and Click-To-Creep functions that 
allow precise movements. 

  Watch It in Action

Schedule Service NowFind Your Services

There’s Still Time to Lower Your Taxes 
By purchasing new equipment 

Reduce your 2023 tax bill through the Section 179 Expense Provision. 
It allows a deduction up to $1,160,000 with a $4,050,000 cap on 
expenditures, as well as 80% bonus depreciation, for new and used 
equipment purchases. Simply buy and place the machine into service 
before December 31, 2023.

This information should not be considered tax advice. Consult your tax 
advisor or the IRS for additional information.

Rent Everything 
You Need for 
Your Warehouse 
Operation
We have over 300 rental units 
in our fleet

Choose from a wide variety of 
pallet trucks, along with aerial lifts, 
telehandlers, skid steers, golf carts, 
forklifts, floor scrubbers, and much 
more! Rent equipment by the day, 
week, or month. 

How to Make Order 
Picking Safer and 
More Productive 
Choose the J1 JOEY lift 
instead of ladders

The J1 JOEY task support vehicle 
from Big Joe can elevate the 
operator up to 192”, be driven 
from one task to the next, and 
provides a more stable, safer 
alternative to ladders. It makes it 
easy for operators to handle tasks 
up high, like order picking, shelf 
stocking, inventory management, 
maintenance, and more.

Keep Downtime to a Minimum 
Our certified, highly trained technicians can help 

At JIT Toyota-Lift, we understand that your forklifts and other 
equipment are crucial to your business. That’s why our technicians 
undergo rigorous Toyota certification programs. All of our 
technicians are Bronze level or higher in the Toyota program and 
have completed at least 50 hours of e-learning and 32 hours of 
hands-on training with an instructor. Our Silver Level technicians 
have completed 48 hours of in person training with an instructor. 
Our team will put your machines back to work quickly to reduce your 
downtime significantly!

716-569-2410Western NY's #1 Forklift & 
Industrial Equipment Dealer

How Section 179 Works

Choose Your Rental

Reserve Your Machine

More on this Pallet Jack

Find Your Equipment

Reserve a Machine

Schedule a Demo

Improve 
Warehouse 
Efficiencies!

Available 
for rent 

MORE FROM JIT TOYOTA-LIFT

BEST PRACTICESUSED EQUIPMENT

52 S Pearl St PO Box 613
Frewsburg, NY

25 Boxwood Lane
Cheektowaga, NY 14227

See Reviews from Our Customers


